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In this paper we give two non-trivial generalizations of a classical Bernstein 
inequality which is apparently less known that that of Bernstein-Markov, viz. 
for XE(-l,l), where p is a real polynomial of degp<k and IIpl/c-l.,,= 
suplp(([ -1, 11). to the case of a compact set E in R” with nonempty interior. 
Contrary to the situation where estimates for p’(x) are sought on the whole 
compact set, we do not, in general, need any other assumptions on E. Our results 
point out connections between Bernstein’s inequality and two important notions in 
modern polynomial approximation theory on compacta in C”: Siciak’s extremal 
function and complex equilibrium measure. Q 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1 
Introduction and Statement of the Main Results. We start with some 
classical inequalities for polynomials: the Bernstein-Markov inequality (see 
C111) 
(1.1) IP’(X)l Gk(l -x2)--i!2 IIPII[-1,1,3 for xE(-1, l), 
and the Bernstein inequality (see [9]) 
(1.2) IP’(*X)l GWl -x2)-lj2 (IIpII;-, 1,-p2(x))1i2, for XE(-1, l), 
where p is a real polynomial with deg p < k. It is easily seen that (1.1) 
implies 
(1.3) s 1 IP’(x)I dxG~kllpIl~-1,1,. ~1 
* The contents of this paper comprises a slightly modified part of the author’s Ph.D. thesis, 
written at the Jagiellonian University, under the direction of Professor Wieslaw Plesniak. 
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The main goal of this paper is to prove analogous results in the muiti- 
variate case. Let us begin with some definitions and facts from complex 
analysis of several variables. 
If E is a compact subset of C)” (~2 > 1) then we define Siciak’s extremai 
function QE as follows (see [19]). 
1.4. DEFINITION. @E(~)=~~p(I~(~)I1~degp: JJE@[~~, . ..~ EL’,], deg p> 1, 
lIplIEd l}? for ZE C”, where jl pII E = sup1 pi (E). The above extremal func- 
tion is also called the polynomial extremal function as opposed to the 
plurisubharmonic extremal function C’, and its upper regularization UT; 
defined as follows. 
1.5. DEFINITION. VE(Z)=sup(U(Zj:UE~~41, ul,dO), for YE@“, where 
Trz denotes the Lelong class of plurisubharmonic functions in C” 
(briefly, PSH(V)) with logarithmic growth: gz = {ZJ E PSH(Ciz): 
sup{U(z)-log(l+ lzl): EC)“} < zo}. 
(1.6) 
The crucial fact is that 
1.7. ZACHARIUTA-SICIAK THEOREM (see [23, 20-j). YE=log QE. 
For other properties of the extremal functions we refer the reader to 
Siciak’s papers [20,21]. We will need the notions of L-regularity and 
pluripolarity. 
1.8. DEFINITION. We call a compact set E L-regular at a point a E E if 
V;(a) = 0 and we say that E is L-regular if E is L-regular at every point 
a~ E. it is known (see [20,23]) that E is L-regular if and only if V, is 
continuous in C”. Often, it is possible to use the following geometrical 
criterion for the L-regularity. 
1.9. PROPOSITION (Cegrell [lo], Plesniak [17], Sadullaev [ 181). Given 
a E E, suppose that there exists an analytic mapping h: [O, 11 + E such that 
h(0) = a. If Vg(h(t)) = 0 for each t E (0, l] then V;(a) = 0. 
4 pluripolar set is defined as follows. 
1.10, DEFINITION. We call a set E pluripolar if there exists a function 
UE PSH(C’) such that EC (u= -cc >~ 
If a compact set E is not pluripolar then Vz E PSH(V) n L,$(@“) (see 
644’69,‘2-4 
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[20]). In this case we define the complex equilibrium measure J., as the 
value of the complex Monge-Ampere operator on the function I/X. 
1.11. DEFINITION. A,= (&‘I’$)“. Then A, is a Bore1 measure on @” 
(for details we refer to Bedford and Taylor’s paper [6]). We note that if 
24 E PSH n C’(Q) then (dd’u)” is a Bore1 measure defined by 
(dd’u)” = n! 4” det [ 1 &. dV,SzL 1 J 
where V, is the Lebesgue measure in C”. The main properties of the 
complex equilibrium measure are contained in the following. 
1.12. PROPOSITION [6, 221. Zf E is a non-pluripolar compact set in C=“, 
then 
n,(uY\E) = 0, /l,(B) = (27c)“, 
where E= (zE@“: Ip( d llpllEfor each pEC[w,, . . . . wll]}. 
We now may formulate our main results. Let E be a compact set in R”. 
We regard here R” as a subset of UZ=” such that UZ” = IF!” + iIF!“. We need the 
following definition. 
1.13. DEFINITION. If E is a compact subset of IR” then we put 
and 
grad, V,(x) = ,t%+ i V,(x + ice,), . . . . &Ii+ i V,(x + i&e,) 
for x E E, where {e,, . . . . e,> is the standard orthonormal basis in R”. 
1.1.4. THEOREM. Let E be a compact set in R” with nonempty interior. 
Then for every x E int(E) we have the following inequality for a real polyno- 
mial p 
IDj~(x)l G (deg P) 0; VE(x)(Il~ll~- P~(x))~/~ for j = 1, . . . . n 
and 
Igrad P(x)I G (deg p) Igrad+ V&)l (ll~lli- p2(x))“‘. 
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1.15. THEOREM. Let E be a compact L-regular set in F%” with nonempty 
interior. Then the measure AE 1 intLE, is absolutely continuous jt+ith respect to 
the Lebesgue measure and 
4 
deg P 
ll~ll~d 1 and 
1 - p’(.~))-l’~ grad p(x): p E lR[z], deg p b 1, 
Ip(x)l < 1 on int(E) 
1 
d - i(x). 
l7! 
for almost every x E int(E) (with respect to the Lebesgue measure), Mlhere 
~(x)dx=~,lint(E). If n = 1, then the above equality reduces to 
- (1 - p’(x))~” lp’(x)l: p E R[z], deg p B I, 
ljpjlE< 1 and Ip( < 1 011 int(E) <MA. 
I - 
In this paper we prove only Theorem 1.14. It will be done in Section 2 
while in Section 3 we discuss some special cases and examples to this 
theorem. The proof of Theorem 1.15, which we omit here (because it is 
more longer and difficult) will be published in a forthcoming paper [S] 
(see also [3]). However, in Section 4 we present some examples and 
applications of this theorem. 
2 
Proof of Theorem 1.14. The proof is based on the properties of the 
Joukowski function and its inverse. For z E C’\,,(C) > we define the 
holomorphic function g(z) = (l/2)(2 + l/z), called the Joukowski function. 
It is univalent on 1~1 > 1 and its inverse is of the form h(z) = z + (z’- 1 )““r 
if we choose an appropriate branch of the square root. The function log Ih/ 
is subharmonic in @ and it is well known that 
@c-1,1,(“) = W)l, for ZE@, 
In our considerations the crucial role is played by the following equality for 
the above defined function g: 
(2.1) It?(z)+ II+ I&J- II =%(ML 2 f 0. 
Note that every holomorphic in C\(O), non-constant solution of Eq. (2.1) 
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has a form g((az)“) with some a>0 and PEN (see [2]). From (2.1) it 
follows that 
(2.2) ,h(z), =h($z+ 1 +fjz- I]), 
for each z E C, where at the right-hand side we have h(t) = t + (t2 - 1)‘j2 for 
t 3 1 with the arithmetic root. It is easy to verify the following estimates for 
the function h(t): 
(2.3) JZ(t-l)~‘~-~(t-1)3’2dlog12(t)dJZ(t-l)’~* 
for every t 2 1. An easy computation shows that the following proposition 
holds. 
2.4. PROPOSITION. (i) If M E ( - 1, 1) and E > 0, /I E R, then 
(ii) rfa~(-1, l), O<s<l/2, PER, and lp]<l-]~~l, then 
(1 -E) IPI (1 -e ‘/2<~loglh(cc+L$)]. E 
Consider a real polynomial p with l]pjl E < 1. By well-known properties of 
plurisubharmonic functions (see, e.g., [12]) we have log/ho pi E PSH(C’?) 
and moreover, by 2.2, we have (l/deg p) log/hop1 E Yn. Hence, by Delini- 
tion 1.5 we obtain 
(2.5) & hMdz))l d v,(z) 
for every z E C”. Taylor’s formula for p now yields 
(2.6) p(x + i&e,) = p(x) + kD,p(x) + 
am 
2 ~ Jdeg p axk p(x)(ic)"3 
for 1 $ k < n. It follows from Proposition 2.4 and (2.6) that 
(2.7) lim 1 loglh(p(x+ isek))l = ID,p(x)j (l- P’(x)))‘!~ E-of & 
for XE E. But (2.7) together with (2.5) implies 
(2.8) Igrad p(x)1 < (deg p) Igrad, V,(x)1 (I- p2(x)P2. 
If now p is any real polynomial then we apply (2.8) to the polynomial 
p/( jipl] E+ 6), and letting 6 + 0+ completes the proof of Theorem 1.14. 
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2.9. Remark. If E is a compact set in R” then it follows easily that 
CD&) = sup{ Ih(p(z))l ljdegp: PE Ww,, . . . . lt’,l, deg pb 1, lIplIE< I}, where 
h denotes, as in the whole paper, the inverse function to the Joukowski 
function. 
3 
In this section we consider some special cases of Theorem 1.14. Let E be 
a compact, convex, and symmetric subset of R” with int(E) # 0. By E* we 
denote the dual convex set to E: 
E*={x~R”:x~y<l foreachgEE). 
It is known that 
QE(z) = sup{ llz(z I w)l: ~1 EdE* >, 
for z E @” (see 114, 71) and more precisely Cl], 
(3.1) @E(Z) = sup{ IN z.w)~: ~~extr(E”j3, 
where extr(E*) denotes the set of all extremal points of E”. In the special 
case of E=B,,= (xrs[W”: XT+ ... +xi<l) we have (see [lS, 11) 
cDE(Z)=(h(lz12+ lz2- ll))lil, z E cc”, 
where z’=z:+ ... +zf. 
An easy computation shows that 
Igrad+ V,(x)I=(n-l+(l-~~)-‘)‘~“~J~(l-x’)-’~*. 
Thus it follows from Theorem 1.14 that for each real polynomial p 
lgrad p(x)1 < (deg p)(n- 1 + (1 --J?-‘)~/~ (ilpII~~-p2(~~))1!2: 
for Ix/ < 1, which extends the Bernstein inequality (1.2). 
Let now f be any norm in R” and put E = (x E W”: f(x) 6 11. it is easy to 
check that f(x) = sup{ Ix. W: WE extr(E*)}. Since E is compact, convex, 
and symmetric (with nonempty interior) it follows from (3.1) that 
(3.2) lJf+ a V,(x + ice,) 
=sup{ le,.\Vl (l- (x.\~.I)~)-‘!~: !Eextr(E*)l 
<f(ek)( 1 -f*(~))-l!~, 
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if f(x) < 1. This yields the following generalization of the Bernstein 
inequality: 
3.3. PROPOSITION. Let E = {f(x) d I>, where f is a norm in R”. Then 
IDjp(x)l < (deg P)f(ej)(l -f’(~))~“’ (IIpIIi- p’(~))“~ 
iff(x) < 1, &ere p is any real polynomial and j= 1, . . . . n. 
It is clear that I’, d V,, if Fc E. A trivial verification shows that if a 
compact set E has nonempty interior and x E int(E) then 
lgrad, V,(x)1 < &/dist(x, 8E). (3.4) 
In particular, lgrad + V,(x) is always finite if x is an interior point of E. 
3.5. EXAMPLE. Let S,, be the standard simplex in W: 
S,={xERn:xl,...,x,>Oandx,+ . ..+x.<l}. 
Then (see [l]) we have Qs,(z)=h(lz,l + ... + Iz,I + lz,+ ... +z,- II) 
for z E C”. An easy computation shows that 
Igrad+ VSn(x)l = (~(1 -xi - ... -xn)-I+ l/x, + ... + l/x,)‘12. 
Now we will prove an interesting version of Bernstein’s inequality for 
convex sets in II?. Let E be a compact, convex subset of R” with non empty 
interior. For simplicity assume that 0 E int(E). Then the following proposi- 
tion holds. 
3.6. PROPOSITION (see [4]). If E is a compact, convex subset of R” with 
0 E int(E) and E* is the convex dual set to E, then 
)I ’ 
f Or ZEF, 
where K= (2/( 1 + Ictl)) extr(E*), c( = inf{x .y: x E E, y E E*}, and B = 
-(l +x)/(1 + Ial). 
Now, fix x~int(E). Let d’= (1/2)(x+ d) for any dE int(E). By Proposi- 
tion 3.6 we obtain 
V,(x+ iEej) d inf sup log h 
I ( 
(1/2)(x - d) . w + i.sejw 
delnt(E) ,vE~ 1- \d’.w+/?I >I . 
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Wence we get 
< inf sup Ie,.i,Vl(l- Is.~~+flI))i’~ (l- ld.i~t,@-“’ 
dsint(E) WEK 
d sup (je,.rvi/ll~l)(dist(x, c?E)j-‘” 
LC t K 
dtinnr, (dist(d, ~3E))--l’?. 
(Here e,, ..~, e,, denotes the standard orthonormal basis in RR.) The above 
inequality yields the following 
3.7. THEOREM. Let E be a convex, compact subset of R” and such that 
0 E int(E). Then for every real polynomial p we have the Bernstein inequality 
IDip(x)l d (deg p) M(dist(x, 8E)))“2 (~~pl~~-p2(s))‘~‘*, 
for x E int(E), j = 1, . . . . n, where the constant M is equal to 
M= max sup (lei. N,I/[~~JI) dEinnE, (distjd, aE)))“2. 
j= l....,rr WEK 
3.8. Remark. If E is any compact, convex subset of R” with nonempty 
interior and b E int(E), then 0 E int(E - b) and we may apply Theorem 3.7 
to the subset E-b. This gives the Bernstein inequality for the set E with 
a different constant M than that of Theorem 3.7. 
3.9. Remark. We shall say that a compact subset E of R” (with 
nonempty interior) has Bernstein’s property if for every real polynomial p 
the following inequalities hold: 
IL$p(x)l 9 (deg pj M(dist(x, 8E))-’ (llpII:- p’(_~))~~~, for x E kit(E). 
J = 1, . . . . 22, where M> 0 and 0 < ,u < 1. Observe that every compact subset 
of R” with nonempty interior satisfies the above inequality with the con- 
stant ,u = 1. We conjecture that every fat (EC into) compact subset of W” 
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that preserves Bernstein’s inequality with ,u < 1 has the following Markov 
property: There exists a constant M such that for every real polynomial p, 
IPj~IIE~ Wdeg PY IbIlE, j = 1, . ..) n, 
with a= 1/(1-p). 
We also note that the above conjecture is true in the case of compact, 
convex sets (see [ 163). 
4 
In this section we will prove the following two estimates for real polyno- 
mials resulting from Theorem 1.15. 
4.1. THEOREM. Let E be an L-regular compact subset of KY’ with noempty 
interior. Then for almost every x E int(E) the following inequality holds 
Igrad ~(x)l62-‘Ydeg P) d(x) 4x)(ll~ll’,- ~‘(x))~‘~, 
for a real polynomial p, where A(x) is the density on int(E) (with respect to 
the Lebesgue measure) of the complex equilibrium measure and 
d(x)= [(df-x:). . . . -(d;-x;)((d;-x:)-l+ ... +(d;-x;)-‘)]“2, 
with dj=suplzjl(E),j= 1, . . . . n. 
4.2. THEOREM. Zf E is a fat (E c int(E)) compact subset of R” with zero 
Lebesgue measure on aE, then 
s Igrad ~(~~11 dx < n”(deg P) d(O) II PII E, E 
for any real polynomial p, where d(x) is defined in Theorem 4.1. 
4.3. Proof of Theorem 4.1. Without loss of generality we can assume 
Ip( < lIplIE for x~int(E). From Theorem 1.15 it follows that 
n! vol(conv{ L-( llpll’,- p’(x))-li2 grad p(x), 
+(d~-x~)-‘i2e 1, . . . . f(df-~f)-‘/~t~, . . . . ) (di-xi)-“2 e,}) 
=n! 2”IDip(x)l (IIpII;-p2(x))-1’2 (d;-x;)-‘I*. ... .(d;-x;)-1’2 
. (df -x:)~/* .vol(conv{O, e,, . . . . e,}) 
=2”IDjp(x)l (~~pI12,-p2(x))~“2(d;-x~)-““~ ... .(d;-xi)-“* 
. (d; -x;)li2 < A(x) for j= 1, . . . . n and for almost every 
x E int( E). 
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Here ~2~ denotes that the f (d,’ -x;)~:~ ei is missing. Combining these n 
inequalities we obtain 4.1. 
4.4, Proof of Theorem 4.2. Given a fat compact subset of KY’ define 
Fk = x E E: dist(x, a.Ej 2 1 ‘i 
kj 
and 
Ek = u B(.x, l/(k+ 1)), for kE N, 
.,- E Fk 
where B(x, r) denotes the closed euclidean ball with center at x and radius 
r. We have E, c Ek + I and int(E) = U int(E,). Moreover, the sets El: are 
compact, fact, and (by 1.9) L-regular. By 4.1 and 1.12 we obtain 
r Igrad p(x)1 dxd n”(deg p) d(O) IIPIIE - inf(Q) 
and letting k -+ cc gives 4.2. 
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